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View
Models: X200 - S TYPE

Title: SSM 31420 - S-TYPE Interior Door Release Handle Locking Flag 
Chrome Cover

Engineer Name: Gavin Cooper
Last Modified: 06-FEB-07

Category: Body
Symptom: 112000 Latches/Locks & Security

Content: Chrome peeling from the locking flag - The Chrome cover on the 
locking flag of the interior door release handle assembly is now 
available as a separate service part which is easy to replace with the 
assembly in situ. This negates the requirement to remove the door 
casing to effect a repair. 

XR856669 Right hand locking flag cover 
XR856670 Left hand locking flag cover 

Interior door release handle locking flag chrome finisher SRO codes/
Times
One renew 76.34.42/0.2 
Pair renew 76.34.43/0.2 
Vehicle set 76.34.43/0.2 

See attached for replacement process. 

Files: Cover Replacement.PDF
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Carefully remove the door release escutcheon cover from the door casing to gain access for the 
removal of the locking flag chromed finisher cover. 
 
Using a small flat bladed screwdriver or similar prize off the existing cover, gently levering in positions 
shown in the photographs. 
 

     
 
Applying force in the order and in the positions shown, releases the cover from the two small retaining 
tags on the flag lever which is part of the door release assembly. 

    
 
When the lower position tag is released a small part of the retaining tag location window on the 
chrome cover will fracture as the force to release it is applied - see photo below. 
 

    
 
 
The replacement cover simply pushes on and clicks into position on the retaining tags 
 

    

Upper inner 
retaining  
tag position 

Apply force here first 
to release lower 
outer location tag 

Then pull door 
release handle as if 
opening the door 
and apply force here 
to release upper 
inner location tag. 

Position of the 
lower, outer 
retaining tag. 

Removed part 
with broken 
location 
window. 

New part 
showing intact 
location 
window. 


